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Abstract To support human functioning, ambient intelli-
gent agents require knowledge about the tasks executed by
the human. This knowledge includes design-time informa-
tion like: (i) the goal of a task and (ii) the alternative ways for
a human to achieve that goal, as well as run-time information
such as the choices made by a human during task execution.
In order to provide effective support, the agent must know
exactly what steps the human is following. However, if not
all steps along the path can be observed, it is possible that the
agent cannot uniquely derive which path the human is fol-
lowing. Furthermore, in order to provide timely support, the
agent must observe, reason, conclude and support within a
limited period of time. To deal with these problems, this pa-
per presents a generic focused reasoning mechanism to en-
able a guided selection of the path which is most likely fol-
lowed by the human. This mechanism is based upon knowl-
edge about the human and the workflow to perform the task.
In order to come to such an approach, a reasoning mecha-
nism is adopted in combination with the introduction of a
new workflow representation, which is utilized to focus the
reasoning process in an appropriate manner. The approach
is evaluated by means of an extensive case study.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, a number of research fields focus on technology
that can support humans in their everyday activities. These
research fields include e.g. Ambient Intelligence [1, 2],
Ubiquitous Computing [16], and Human Aware Comput-
ing [9]. The support provided to the human could for in-
stance take the form of a personal assistant agent that mon-
itors the activities of the human and supports the execution
thereof when necessary.

In order for the support during such activities to be pos-
sible, the agent should not only have information about the
task being performed and what kind of support can be given,
but should also be aware of what the human is doing at
particular time points. This awareness enables the ambient
agent system to provide dedicated support based on the task
at hand and the state of the human, regardless of whether
the support is aimed at optimal task performance or at opti-
mally supporting the human. For example, the ambient agent
system can decide not to disturb the human during a very
intensive task, or provide task dependent support in case a
task is taking much longer than it should. A registration sys-
tem that on the fly records at which points in time a certain
(sub)task is started and at which time it is finished is not
always available. Direct communication about this with the
human often would disturb the human’s process. One of the
challenges for ambient intelligent agents is to obtain such in-
formation about a human’s progress by an analysis based on
the observation information that is available and a workflow
model.

Often workflow models are nondeterministic, and the hu-
man’s choice for a certain branch may depend on circum-
stances and on his or her preferences, which may be un-
known. Therefore it may not be clear beforehand which
of the branches of such a workflow model are actually
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Fig. 1 Example workflow: building a shed

followed, and at least some observation information is
needed.

In this paper an ambient agent model is presented that is
able to perform model-based analysis using available work-
flow models and available observation information, to ob-
tain more detailed information on the human’s progress in
task execution. The (possibly partial) observation informa-
tion may come from sensors detecting location, posture,
movements of the user, or when a computer system is used.
The model incorporates formally specified model-based rea-
soning methods as presented in [4]. As part of these reason-
ing methods, a generic focussing approach is applied that
uses background knowledge to focus and control this rea-
soning process. This allows the ambient agent to limit the
amount of processing and information within itself and at
the same time provides heuristics to use additional knowl-
edge for determining the most likely path. An important
aspect of the approach developed is that model-based rea-
soning methods, as known within Artificial Intelligence and
usually applied to causal models, are now applied to work-
flow models. This allows the addition of more information
that can be utilized to guide the reasoning process. To this
end, a representation format for workflow models was cho-
sen that unifies with usual formats for model-based reason-
ing.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 the work-
flow representation is discussed. Thereafter, Sect. 3 intro-
duces the formal modelling language that has been used,
whereas Sect. 4 the reasoning approach is presented. Sec-
tion 5 introduces the focusing mechanisms. In Sect. 6 simu-
lation results are shown, which are verified in Sect. 7. Sec-
tion 8 describes related work and finally, Sect. 9 is a discus-
sion.

2 Workflow representation

In order to represent the workflow, first of all, a graphical
representation is used to represent the dependencies between
the various states in the workflow. Thereafter, an ontology
is introduced that specifies additional information about the
states within the workflow.

2.1 Graphical representation

In the graphical representation of the workflow, states are
represented by means of nodes (i.e. circles), and the transi-
tions between states by means of arrows. The nodes within
the workflow can be either grey, representing activities, or
white, representing the result of an activity. The arrows are
labeled with the time it takes to move from the state of the
source of the arrow to the next state. When the source state
is an activity, the label represents the time it takes to execute
the activity. Figure 1 shows an example graphical represen-
tation of building a shed.

2.2 Specification of additional information

As already stated in the introduction, in order to guide the
reasoning process more effectively, more information about
the states in the workflow is required. Therefore, an ontology
is presented here that specifies these additional elements.
First of all, the predicates for the representation of the work-
flow itself are specified as shown in Table 1. Note that a state
can occur at a specific time point; this represents the starting
time of an activity if the state is an activity. The duration of
the activity is represented in the predicate leads_to_after.
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Table 1 Sorts and predicated for workflow

Sort/Predicate Explanation

STATE An identifier of a state

TIME A time point

DURATION A duration

leads_to_after: STATE × STATE × DURATION The first state specified leads to the second state in the workflow with a delay of DURATION

at: STATE × TIME The state occurs at time point TIME

is_activity: STATE A state describing an activity (i.e. a grey node)

Table 2 Extended workflow representation

Sort/Predicate Explanation

RESOURCE A resource identifier

COMPETENCE_TYPE The type of competence

COMPETENCE_TYPE_LEVEL The level of a certain competence type, which can a real number on the interval [0,1]
COMPETENCE_LEVEL An overall competence level for a state (i.e. combining resources with human

competences), represented by a real number on the interval [0,1]
RESOURCE_CONDITION The condition of the resource, indicates by a real number on the interval [0,1]
requires_competence_type: RESOURCE × A resource requires a certain competence type in order to control it

COMPETENCE_TYPE

resulting_competence_level_for: RESOURCE ×
COMPETENCE_TYPE_LEVEL ×
RESOURCE_CONDITION × STATE ×
COMPETENCE_LEVEL

Given that the resource can be controlled, a certain competence level for the required
competence type in combination with the condition of the resource results in a certain
competence level for a state

requires_competence_level: A state requires a certain competence level

STATE × COMPETENCE_LEVEL

Besides this basic information, additional information

can be specified related to the workflow, as shown in Ta-

ble 2. The basic intuition behind the predicates introduced in

the table is the following. First of all, in order for a human to

use a certain resource, he needs to be able to control it (i.e.

have the right competence type). For instance in the case of

building a shed, in order to hammer a nail into a plank, you

need to have the competence to use a hammer. In case this

competence is indeed present, the resulting effectiveness of

the combination of the resource and the human for a certain

state in the workflow depends on two factors: (1) the level

the human has of the required competence (e.g. an expe-

rienced house builders versus an incidental house builder),

and the condition of the resource (is the hammer any good).

The resulting competence level can then be matched with the

required competence level of the state. Of course, a human

can also have a competence for a particular state without us-

ing a specific resource.

3 Formal languages used

In order to execute and verify human-like ambience models,
the expressive Temporal Trace Language (TTL) is used [5].
This predicate logical language supports formal specifica-
tion and analysis of dynamic properties, covering both qual-
itative and quantitative aspects. TTL is built on atoms refer-
ring to states, time points and traces. A state of a process for
(state) ontology Ont is an assignment of truth values to the
set of ground atoms in the ontology. The set of all possible
states for ontology Ont is denoted by STATES(Ont). To de-
scribe sequences of states, a fixed time frame T is assumed
which is linearly ordered. A trace γ over state ontology
Ont and time frame T is a mapping γ: T → STATES(Ont),
i.e., a sequence of states γt (t ∈ T) in STATES(Ont). The set
of dynamic properties DYNPROP(Ont) is the set of tempo-
ral statements that can be formulated with respect to traces
based on the state ontology Ont in the following manner.
Given a trace γ over state ontology Ont, the state in γ at
time point t is denoted by state(γ, t). These states can be re-
lated to state properties via the formally defined satisfaction
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relation |=, comparable to the Holds-predicate in the Situa-
tion Calculus: state(γ, t) |= p denotes that state property p
holds in trace γ at time t. Based on these statements, dy-
namic properties can be formulated in a sorted first-order
predicate logic, using quantifiers over time and traces and
the usual first-order logical connectives such as ¬,∧,∨,⇒,

∀,∃. A special software environment has been developed for
TTL, featuring both a Property Editor for building and edit-
ing TTL properties and a Checking Tool that enables formal
verification of such properties against a set of (simulated or
empirical) traces. Especially the possibility to use variables
and quantifiers, also over numbers, makes TTL more useful
in practical applications, compared to, for example, propo-
sitional and modal temporal languages.

3.1 Executable format

To specify simulation models and to execute these models,
the language LEADSTO [3], an executable sublanguage of
TTL, is used. The basic building blocks of this language are
causal relations of the format α �e,f,g,h β, which means:

if state property α holds for a certain time interval with
duration g, then after some delay (between e and f )
state property β will hold for a certain time interval of
length h.

where α and β are state properties of the form ‘conjunction
of literals’ (where a literal is an atom or the negation of an
atom), and e, f , g, h non-negative real numbers. Also for the
language LEADSTO, the possibility to use variables, (e.g.,
over numbers), makes it more useful for practical applica-
tion, compared to, for example, propositional or qualitative
causal modelling languages. For more information about the
hybrid quantitative and qualitative approach of the TTL and
LEADSTO languages, see [3, 5].

4 Model-based reasoning

A first step in deriving what task an agent is currently doing
is by specifying the workflow of the agent. The workflow is
represented in the ambient agent as a collection of rules that
express which state follows which state in the form of be-
liefs representing the informational state of the agent. The
term belief has been used here to make explicit that this
knowledge can have a degree of uncertainty. Both the be-
liefs about the states (since there is usually no complete in-
formation, these states do not hold with complete certainty)
and the knowledge about the relations (since these are as-
sumptions of the relations the agent considers correct in the
domain). The set of rules are of the form

belief(leads_to_after(state1, state2, duration)).

When the ambient agent believes that the human has per-
formed a specific subtask at some time point, it has a belief
of the form belief(at(state, time)). A set of generic reasoning
methods has been developed to derive more beliefs based on
the leads_to_after rules and one or more beliefs about active
states; cf. [4]. Below is a summary of these methods.

4.1 Forward reasoning methods

Reasoning methods that reason forward in time are often
used to make predictions on future states, or on making
an estimation of the current state based on information ac-
quired in the past. The first reasoning method is one that
occurs in the literature in many variants in different contexts
and under different names. This varies from, for example,
computational (numerical) simulation based on difference or
differential equations, qualitative simulation, causal reason-
ing, execution of executable temporal logic formulae, and
forward chaining in rule-based reasoning, to generation of
traces by transition systems and finite automata. The basic
specification of this reasoning method can be expressed as
follows (note that for the sake of clarity the subscript below
the LEADSTO arrow has been omitted since the same val-
ues for e, f , g, and h are used namely 0,0,1,1). The term
INFO_EL should in this case be seen as the information type
consisting of the states in the workflow.

Belief generation based on positive forward simulation
If it is believed that I holds at T and that I leads to J after
duration D, then it is believed that J holds after D.

∀I, J:INFO_EL ∀D:REAL ∀T:TIME
belief(at(I,T)) ∧ belief(leads_to_after(I, J,D))

� belief(at(J,T + D))

If it is believed that I1 holds at T and that I2 holds at T, then
it is believed that I1 and I2 holds at T.

belief(at(I1,T)) ∧ belief(at(I2,T))

� belief(at(and(I1, I2),T))

Note that, if the initial beliefs are assumed correct, belief
correctness holds for leads to beliefs, and positive forward
correctness of leads to relationships holds, then all beliefs
generated in this way are correct. A second way of belief
generation by forward simulation addresses the propagation
of negations. This is expressed as follows for single source
causal relations.

Belief generation based on single source negative forward
simulation
If it is believed that I does not hold at T and that I leads to
J after duration D, then it is believed that J does not hold
after D.
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∀I, J:INFO_EL ∀D:REAL ∀T:TIME
belief(at(not(I),T)) ∧ belief(leads_to_after(I, J,D))

� belief(at(not(J),T + D)))

If it is believed that I1 (resp. I2) does not hold at T, then it
is believed that I1 and I2 does not hold at T.

belief((at(not(I1),T))) � belief(at(not(and(I1, I2)),T))

belief(at(not(I2),T)) � belief(at(not(and(I1, I2)),T))

Note that this only provides correct beliefs when the ini-
tial beliefs are assumed correct, belief correctness holds for
leads to beliefs, and single source negative forward correct-
ness holds for the leads to relationships.

When there are multiple sources leading to information
element J and all of the sources are believed to be not true,
it can be assumed that J is also not true.

Belief generation based on multiple source negative forward
simulation
If for any J and time T, for every I that is believed to lead
to J after some duration D, it is believed that I does not hold
before duration D, then it is believed that J does not hold.

∀I, J:INFO_EL ∀D:REAL ∀T:TIME
∀I, D[belief(leads_to_after(I, J,D))

→ belief(at(not(I), t − D)] � belief(at(not(J),T))

If it is believed that I1 (resp. I2) does not hold at T, then it
is believed that I1 and I2 does not hold at T.

belief(at(not(I1),T)) � belief(at(not(and(I1, I2)),T))

belief(at(not(I2),T)) � belief(at(not(and(I1, I2)),T))

This provides correct beliefs when the initial beliefs are
assumed correct, belief correctness holds for leads to beliefs,
and multiple source negative forward correctness holds for
the leads to relationships.

4.2 Backward reasoning methods

The basic specification of a backward reasoning method is
based on the basic Modus Tollens argument and is specified
as follows.

Belief generation based on modus tollens inverse simulation
If it is believed that J does not hold at T and that I leads to
J after duration D, then it is believed that I does not hold
before duration D.

∀I, J:INFO_EL ∀D:REAL ∀T:TIME
belief(at(not(J),T)) ∧ belief(leads_to_after(I, J,D))

� belief(at(not(I),T − D))

If it is believed that not I1 and I2 holds at T and that I2
(resp. I1) holds at T, then it is believed that I1 (resp. I2)
does not hold at T.

belief(at(not(and(I1, I2),T)) ∧ belief(at(I2,T))

� belief(at(not(I1),T))

belief(at(not(and(I1, I2),T)) ∧ belief(at(I1,T))

� belief(at(not(I2),T))

As another option, an abductive causal reasoning method
can be internally represented in a simplified form as follows.

Belief generation based on simple abduction
If it is believed that J holds at T and that I leads to J after
duration D, then it is believed that I holds before duration D.

∀I, J:INFO_EL ∀D:REAL ∀T:TIME
belief(at(J,T)) ∧ belief(leads_to_after(I, J,D))

� belief(at(I,T − D))

If it is believed that I1 and I2 holds at T, then it is believed
that I1 holds at T and that I2 holds at T.

belief(at(and(I1, I2),T))

� belief(at(I1,T)) ∧ belief(at(I2,T))

Note that this method does not necessarily lead to the truth,
since I does not need to be the state that led to J. However, I
is derived when J is believed to be true, because the goal of
the reasoning process is to consider all possible options.

The same principle can be applied for multiple effects:

Belief generation based on multiple effect abduction
If for any I and time T, for every J for which it is believed
that I leads to J after some duration D, it is believed that J
holds after duration D, then it is believed that I holds at T.

∀I:INFO_EL ∀T:TIME
∀J [belief(leads_to_after(I, J,D))

→ belief(at(J,T + D))]
� belief(at(I,T))

If it is believed that I1 and I2 holds at T, then it is believed
that I1 holds at T and that I2 holds at T.

belief(at(and(I1, I2),T))

� belief(at(I1,T)) ∧ belief(at(I2,T))

The last reasoning method is context-supported abduc-
tion, which uses a conjunction of two states leading to a third
state to derive one of the conjunction states.

Belief generation based on context-supported abduction
If it is believed that J holds at T and that I2 holds at T and
that I1 and I2 leads to J after duration D, then it is believed
that I1 holds before duration D.

∀I, J:INFO_EL ∀D:REAL ∀T:TIME
belief(at(J,T)) ∧ belief(at(I2,T − D))

∧ belief(leads_to_after(and(I1, I2), J,D))

� belief(at(I1,T − D))

If it is believed that I1 and I2 holds at T, then it is believed
that I1 holds at T and that I2 holds at T.
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belief(at(and(I1, I2),T))

� belief(at(I1,T)) ∧ belief(at(I2,T))

5 Focused reasoning

When the ambient agent uses these methods to derive more
beliefs, the number of beliefs can quickly get out of con-
trol. For example, in a workflow with one starting node and
several different paths that can be followed after that first
node, the ambient agent could derive beliefs about all nodes
in the workflow, because there is no reason to select one path
and not the other. Therefore, this section introduces a selec-
tion mechanism that can control which beliefs are derived
and which beliefs are not. For the belief generation reason-
ing methods this means that an antecedent is added stating
which selection criteria must be met. This idea is shown for
the reasoning method positive forward simulation.

If the belief that I holds at T was selected and it is believed
that I leads to J after duration D, and selection criterion s1
holds, then the belief that J holds after D is selected.

∀I, J:INFO_EL ∀D:REAL ∀T:TIME
selected_belief(at(I,T))

∧ belief(leads_to_after(I, J,D))

∧ s1 � selected_belief(at(J,T + D))

Selection criteria needed for controlled belief generation
can be specified for example by assuming that the ambient
agent has knowledge about which beliefs are relevant, ex-
pressed by a predicate in_focus. If this assumption is made,
then the selection criterion s1 in the example above can be
expressed as in_focus(I), where I is the property for which a
belief is considered. The general idea is that if a belief can
be generated, it is selected (only) when it is in focus.

In the following sections a generic focusing mechanism
is proposed that uses path information, observations and
softer criteria such as competence level and use of resources
to calculate the likelihood of paths in the workflow. This
mechanism is developed as a generic method that can be
applied to reasoning about workflows in various domains.
Resources for example, used for the execution of a task are
in our case study tools for building a shed. In other domains
these resources and required competences can be the use of
computer software and the skills required for that, or con-
sulting a manual.

First, the path generation method is explained. Then, the
focusing mechanism proposed is briefly outlined. Thereafter
more details are given how to calculate the specific parame-
ters within the focusing mechanism.

5.1 Path generation

The first step is to determine all possible paths in the work-
flow. States can occur in more than one path, because each

path starts with the first state and ends with the last state of
the workflow. Notice that in the focusing part of the reason-
ing, the reasoning about these paths is relatively lightweight
because the time points within the paths are not considered
yet. The paths are generated using the following set of rules.
The first rule finds the first state of a workflow, the second
rule than keeps adding a state to the path that the last state of
the temporary path leads to. The last rule finalizes the path
when the last state of a workflow has been added.

P3: Generate initial path
If A is a state, and there does not exist a state B from which
A can be derived, then A is set as an initial path (starting
point).

∀A:STATE ∀D:DURATION
state(A) ∧ ¬∃B:STATE leads_to_after(B,A,D)

� temporary_path(A)

P4: Build up paths
If P is a temporary path, and the last element is A, and A is
known to lead to B which is not part of P yet, then path P
with B added is a new temporary path.

∀P:PATH A,B:STATE, D:DURATION
temporary_path(P) ∧ last_element_of(P,A)

∧ leads_to_after(A,B,D) ∧ B /∈ P
� temporary_path(P + B)

P5: Select complete paths
If P is a temporary path, and there does not exist any state B
that can be derived from A (the last element in path P), then
this is a complete path.

∀P:PATH A:STATE D:DURATION
temporary_path(P) ∧ last_element_of(P,A)

∧ ¬∃B:STATE leads_to(A,B) � path(P)

The construction described above assumes or type struc-
tures specified in using the leads_to_after rules, and struc-
tures could however easily be incorporated.

5.2 Focusing heuristic function outline

Given a certain workflow, all possible paths in the workflow
and certain states that have been observed:

Focusing heuristic function

1. Select the paths that contain observed states, called con-
sistent paths.

2. From the set of paths that have now been selected another
selection is made based upon softer criteria:
(a) The combination of resources used and the compe-

tences of the operator
(b) The past paths the operator has taken
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Each of these criteria specifies the likelihood of the
various paths with a total of 1 for all paths. Combine them
by taking the weighed sum of the softer criteria for each
path, and take the one with the highest value, all the states
within this highest path are then in focus.

The result of the heuristic function is a ranking of the
various paths that are possible (given the available knowl-
edge). Thereafter, the most likely path (i.e. the one with the
highest rank) is selected. Upon this path the full reasoning is
performed (following Sect. 4). Below, each of the individual
elements of the heuristic function will be discussed in more
detail.

5.3 Remove inconsistent paths

The first step in the heuristic function is to remove the paths
that are inconsistent with the observations from the set of
generated paths. Paths are marked as inconsistent in case
they do not contain a state which has been observed.

P6: Mark path with lacking observation
In case a state has been observed to have occurred, and this
state is not part of a path, then this part is marked as being
inconsistent.

∀A:STATE, ∀T:TIME
path(P) ∧ observation_result(at(A,T),pos) ∧ A /∈ P

� inconsistent_path(A)

5.4 Calculate soft criteria

Of the remaining (consistent) paths, the soft criteria are cal-
culated. In order to enable this calculation, certain informa-
tion about the human should be known within the personal
assistant. In Table 3, the predicates are shown of the knowl-
edge the personal assistant has about the human. Hereby,
two are distinguished, namely the combination of resources
and competences, and the experience paths of the human
(note that for the latter, no separate predicate is introduced).
This information can be learned by the personal agent based
upon experiences, but also based upon background knowl-
edge about the human (e.g. prior education).

Resources combined with competences
The combination of resources that have been observed being
used, and the competences of the human can deliver a lot
of information. Basically, using the combination it can be
calculated at what competence level the combination is, and
what the mismatch of this level with the required level is.

Table 3 Knowledge about the human

Predicate Explanation

human_has_competence_type_for:
COMPETENCE_TYPE ×
COMPETENCE_TYPE_LEVEL

A human is known to have a
certain level of competence
for a particular competence
type

has_basic_competence_level_for:
TASK × COMPETENCE_LEVEL

A human has a basic
competence level for a
certain task, without using
resources

P7: Calculate competences with resources
If it has been observed that a resource has been used, and
the human has the appropriate competence type for the re-
source, then the resulting combination results in a particular
competence level for a state.

∀T:STATE ∀R:RESOURCE, C:COMPETENCE_TYPE,
CTL:COMPETENCE_TYPE_LEVEL,
RC:RESOURCE_CONDITION,
CL:COMPETENCE_LEVEL
observation_result(resource_used(R),pos)

∧ requires_competence_type(R,C)

∧ human_has_competence_level_for_type(C, CTL)

∧ resource_condition(R,RC)

resulting_competence_level_for(R, CTL, RC, T, CL)

� competence_for(T,CL)

Furthermore, the human might also be able to perform
a certain task without a certain resource. In that case, the
basic competence level for the state is assumed to be the
competence level of the human for the state.

P8: Basic competence level without resources
If a human has a certain basic competence level for a state,
then this is also the competence of the human for the state.

∀T:STATE, CL: COMPETENCE_LEVEL
has_basic_competence_level_for(T,CL)

� competence_for(T,CL)

Thereafter, the value for the competence level for a state
can be determined by combining the levels for all resources
used for that state. Now the deviation from the required level
can be calculated as follows.

sumprob_patha

=
∑

∀task t

|requires_competence_level(t)i

− highest_competence_level(t)|competence_prob_pa

= 1 − sumprob_patha∑
pathx sumprob_pathx
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Experience paths
Determine for all paths how often the human has taken at
least one of the paths, then for each path determine the num-
ber for that specific path (sum of experiences with all nodes)
and divide it by the total number of experiences with the
workflow:

experience_prob_pa = #experiences_patha

#total_experiences

These two likelihoods can be combined by using a
weighed sum. This way, more criteria can be added easily
and the weights thereof can vary per domain.

likelihood_pa = w1 · competence_prob_pa

+ w2 · experience_prob_pa

where w1 + w2 = 1

Thereafter, the path with the highest likelihood can simply
be selected. All the states within this path are then in fo-
cus (which is the selection criterion s1 as introduced in the
beginning of Sect. 5):

P9: Generate foci for states
If a path is in focus, then all elements of that path are also in
focus.

∀T:STATE ∀P:PATH
path_in_focus(P) ∧ T ∈ P

� in_focus(T)

6 Case study

In order to show the functioning of the approach, a num-
ber of scenarios have been simulated using the model de-
scribed above and the workflow model of building a shed
(see Fig. 1).

In the first scenario, a person starts building a shed at a
certain time point. During building the shed, the person does
not use any resources that can be observed by the Ambient
Agent. The person has the most experience with building a
shed out of stone and buying the materials from the store.
In scenario 2, the experience of the builder is the same, but
s/he uses a hammer and folding rule, which can be observed
by the Ambient Agent.

The simulation runs have been performed using the dedi-
cated LEADSTO environment [3]. Figures 2 and 3 show the
traces of two simulation runs. The left side of the figure indi-
cates the atoms that occur over time, whereas the right sides
indicates a timeline where a dark box indicates that the atom
is true, and a grey box indicates false. Note that the time on
the x-axis is the simulation time which is not related to the
time points in the atoms. The time points in the predicates

such as belief(at(A1,7)) describe the time at which the per-
son is believed to have started a specific task. The timeline
at the bottom of the figure is the simulation time and shows
the order in which atoms are derived by the Ambient Agent.
Also note that in the traces the predicate belief represents
the selected beliefs of the agent.

In the first scenario, the ambient agent of the person
building a shed has observed that this person was going to
build a shed at time point 6 (observation_result(at(O1,6))).
Using this observation and knowledge about the compe-
tences, resources, and experiences of the human, the am-
bient agent can start reasoning about the most likely path
in the workflow. During the focus generation phase, the
agent selects all four paths based on one belief about state
O1 (see selected_ path(p(. . .)) for all four paths). Then,
because no use of resources has been observed, the basic
competences of the activities are used to determine the dis-
tance from the required competence levels following the
formula of P8 in Sect. 5.4. In Fig. 2, the required, com-
bined, and differed competence levels are only shown for
activities A1 and A4. Using the formula from Sect. 5.4,
the ambient agent can calculate the competence difference
of all paths (p_competence(PATH,P)). Note that the num-
bers shown are the values before they have been subtracted
from 1 as specified in the formula in Sect. 5.4. This means
that the lower the number, the better this path matches
with the required competence. The same can be done for
experience using the formula for experience in Sect. 5.4
(p_experience(PATH,P)). Here, a higher number represents
more experience and thus more likely to be chosen again
by the human. The combined likelihoods for all paths are
calculated and the path with the highest score is selected
(likelihood_path(PATH,L) and path_in_focus(PATH)). The
agent focuses on all states of this path and finishes the fo-
cus generation phase. During the belief generation phase,
the agent reasons with the belief about O1 and the foci. The
agent has determined the most likely path, namely the third
path consisting of buying bricks and building a brick shed.

In the second scenario, see Fig. 3, the ambient agent has
more information about the resources the human has used
during building the shed. The agent has observed the use of
a hammer and a folding rule. This results in different com-
petence values for the tasks that can be performed using a
hammer and folding rule (activities A8 and A10). The agent
focuses on a different path from scenario 1, and determines
that the human has been following the second path: building
a wooden shed with materials available in storage.

7 Dynamic properties and their verification

For the model a number of overall properties have been
identified and formally specified using the Property Editor
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Fig. 2 Simulation trace of
scenario 1

of TTL (an explanation of TTL is given in Sect. 3). These
properties have been automatically verified against the sim-
ulation traces of the two scenarios using the Checking Tool
of TTL:

P1: Observed facts will become selected beliefs
If at time point t a new observation result exists, and the
current set of beliefs does not comply to this observed infor-
mation, then eventually the set of derived beliefs will change
such that it complies to the observation result.

∀γ:TRACE, t:TIME, I:STATE, T:TIME

[[state(γ, t) |= observation_ result(at(I,T),pos)&
¬state(γ, t − 1) |= observation_ result(at(I,T),pos)&
¬state(γ, t) |= belief(at(I,T))]

⇒ ∃t2:TIME ≥ t state(γ, t2) |= belief(at(I,T))]

Note that this property assumes that observation results are
always trusted. In case this assumption does not hold a spe-
cial type of belief such as observed_belief can be introduced
instead of the actual observation result.
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Fig. 3 Simulation trace of
scenario 2

The property has been shown to be satisfied for the traces
of the two scenarios.

P2: Derived beliefs are within one path in the workflow
model
When a set of beliefs is derived, then this set contains at
most one execution path of the workflow.

∀γ:TRACE, t:TIME, I1, I2:STATE, T1, T2:TIME
[state(γ, t) |= belief(at(I1, T1))&
state(γ, t) |= belief(at(I2, T2))&
I1 
= I2&T2 > T1]

⇒ ∃P:PATH [state(γ, t) |= element_of(I1,P)&
state(γ, t) |= element_of(I2,P)]

This property is satisfied for both traces as well.

P3: Most plausible beliefs are generated first
If one path is more likely to be followed than another path
according to the background information, and there are no
observed beliefs that distinguish either path, then this path
will be explored first by deriving beliefs along that path.

∀γ:TRACE, t:TIME, P:PATH, V:VALUE
[[state(γ, t) |= likelihood_path(P,V)&

state(γ, t) |= path_in_focus(P)]
⇒ [∀I:STATE, t0:TIME

[state(γ, t0) |= observation_result(I,pos)
⇒ state(γ, t) |= element_ of(I,P)]]&

∀P2:PATH 
= P, V2:VALUE
[state(γ, t) |= likelihood_ path(P2, V2)&V2 > V

⇒ ∃I2:STATE, t′:TIME < t
[state(γ, t′) |= observation_result(I2,pos)&
state(γ, t) |= ¬element_of(I2,P2)]

This property was shown to be satisfied for all traces.

P4: Only beliefs consistent with observations are derived
If beliefs are derived, then these beliefs need to be consistent
with the observations.

∀γ:TRACE, t:TIME, I:STATE, T:TIME
[state(γ, t) |= belief(at(I,T)) ⇒

¬∃t′:TIME [t′ < t &
state(γ, t) |= observation_ result(at(I,T),neg)]]]

This property is satisfied for the two traces, indicating that
the beliefs derived are always accurate compared to the ob-
servations.
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P5: Immediate correct derivation
If a set of beliefs is derived at time t, then there does not
exist a time t′ > t where the derived belief is not consistent
with the observations.

∀γ:TRACE, t:TIME, I:INFO_EL, T:TIME
[state(γ, t) |= belief(at(I,T)) ⇒

¬∃t2:TIME > t observation_result(at(I,T),neg)]
This property is also shown to be satisfied.

8 Related work

For the representation of workflows, a variety of approaches
have been developed. For instance, in [6–8] examples of
such representations are shown. In [15] a comparison be-
tween several of these approaches is discussed. The ap-
proach presented in this paper has been tailored towards
providing information for the reasoning process, and there-
fore has a different focus for which it has been developed,
leading to different design choices. In [12] an approach to
recognize plan execution states is also presented. The cur-
rent activities of the human are derived by means of prob-
abilistic methods. In this paper however, a more logical ap-
proach is taken. Due to the hybrid quantitative and qualita-
tive approach, it is also possible to combine the logics with
probabilities. Reference [11] introduces an approach to fo-
cus reasoning processes using case-based reasoning meth-
ods. The paper does however not use domain knowledge
(e.g. resources) such as done in this paper.

In other work such as [10] and [12] also temporal re-
lationships between activities are exploited to recognize
plan execution states, based on relational Markov networks
and causal networks, respectively. These papers address the
theme from a probabilistic angle, whereas the current paper
addresses it from a logical reasoning perspective. For future
work it will be interesting to explore how such probabilis-
tic approaches can be integrated within a logical reasoning
approach.

In [14] approach is presented in which simulations are
used to predict near-future behaviour. However, only obser-
vations of historic behaviour are used while in the current
work also data about the human is analysed for the reason-
ing process.

9 Discussion and conclusion

This paper addressed one of the challenges for ambient in-
telligent agents (e.g., [1, 2, 13]), to support a human in de-
manding tasks, namely to be aware of which (sub)tasks the
human is doing, and how much progress is made, without
direct communication about this.

A formally specified executable ambient agent model
was introduced that is able to perform model-based analysis
using available workflow models, available observation in-
formation and experiences of the person executing the work-
flow. Thus it obtains awareness of the human’s progress in
task execution. Hereby, a generic focused reasoning method
has been used (based upon the formally specified model-
based reasoning methods from [4]), whereby the most likely
path is evaluated first, avoiding having to pass all possible
paths, hence, improving the scalability. How much bene-
fit the proposed mechanism brings depends severely on the
workflow at hand, as well as how good the knowledge is that
drives the focusing. Therefore, it is hard to give theoretical
results. Simulation experiments for a case study concerning
the question what the human is doing at the current time
point have been shown. These simulation runs have been
used to verify particular requirements related to the process.
In Sect. 7 a number of such (required) formally specified
dynamic properties of the overall process and their verifi-
cation were discussed. For specification of these properties
the expressive predicate logic temporal language TTL was
used [5]. As this language allows the use of variables (also
over numbers) and quantifiers, it is more useful for practi-
cal applications than, for example, propositional and modal
temporal languages. The simulation results have shown that
the ambient agent indeed satisfied the expressed require-
ments.

Of course, more interesting questions concerning the
workflows can be posed, for instance: what has the human
been doing until now? The ambient agent might want to find
out which path the human has taken to reach his/her goal in
order to store this information as experience for example, or
to store this as information for future reference (when the
same workflow needs to be executed advice can be given
about the previous solution). Yet another question that can
be addressed is: what should the human be doing in the fu-
ture? If the ambient agent needs to determine the shortest
path between two states, it can use a breadth-first search
mechanism. The ambient agent determines the next location
that can be reached in all paths after a fixed amount of time
(1 minute for example). The path that reaches the last node
first is the shortest one.

In the current approach it is assumed that the observa-
tions are deterministic. Another option would be to obtain
observations with a certain probability. The approach pre-
sented in this paper can handle such probabilistic observa-
tions by simply assuming the one with the highest probabil-
ity. More advanced methods are future work. Furthermore,
for future work the aim is to evaluate how effective the rea-
soning method with the focusing mechanism is in a practical
setting.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Cre-
ative Commons Attribution Noncommercial License which permits
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